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Want to send info to the Trasher?
Send images and words to kcc.trasher@gmail.com or send a CD to:
3, Rose Avenue, Abingdon OX14 1XX

Link from Lez
Rivers Wye, Usk and Monnow web
cams, Please note guages are in feet
and inches.

Membership fees are due. The Trasher will be available online to all members.
If you require a paper copy you will now need to pay additional fees with your
membership. See details on your membership form.
WANTED: members for the kingfisher/pathfinder dragon boat team
Sunday 11th May
I have just received notification of this event. The clubs always have a PR/
Recruitment stand at this very succesful event as well as a BYO BBQ. Last year
we had about twelve people who were committed to forming a team. Entry
fee £475+£150 NON RETURNABLE DEPOSIT. Minimum of 16+1 drummer. For 17
then that works out at £37 per head non returnable.
When I hold CHEQUES MADE OUT TO ME FOR £37 IN MY GRUBBY LITTLE HAND I
THEatDEPOSIT.
No money,
No deposit,
No race!
sweat!!
AWILL
wetPAY
stand
the very No
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dragon boat
race earlier
this month.
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want itwith
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gimme
the
popped
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generated
in both
The new posters
money NOW
orstand
it won`t
happen some
unlessinterest
you know
someclubs.
nice benefactor
who`d
looked
fantastic.
like to pay
our entry fee or we can argue a special case! Obviously if we do not
make the number your cheque will be returned. If we get more than 17 it will
be cheaper. On top of this you are supposed to get sponsorship for the Rotary
Club Charities. Check on the website to find out details of how to get your
sponsorship money.
If you would like to participate I must have a definite commitment and the
physical money in my hand for me to commit to an entry. CONTACT ME NOW IF
INTERESTED. I am in India from March 20th to April 11th. It`s always a good day
and we would get a marquee space/social area for BBQing etc.
Details www.abingdon-rotary.org.uk
Whatever happens slam the date in your diary, come along and participate on
the stand and BYO BBQ during the day!!
davidsurman@hotmail.com
01865 373115

http://www.wyeuskfoundation.
org/conditions/index.php
Scotland has its fair share of
water at the moment. Probably
too much. If people want to paddle
the weather is wet and warmish,
i.e. it is not cold. At the moment,
after quite a storm and gale, the sun
is now shining. I saw 3 cars with
canadians on yesterday and people
are still out sea kayaking. Having
said that the wind factor made the
sea very rough and you wouldn’t
get me out there.
If it is English half term people
might be interested, so I thought I
would let you know.
Glenda
FOR SALE
One Touring Paddle. New. Contact
VIA Dave Surman
ONE Slightly Bentup nosed BURN.
Seriously good boat. Still creekin` in
it but been offered a good deal on
a new one. Very competitive price.
Make offers.
Contact Dave Surman 01865 373115
FOR SALE : Ideal paddle wagon
SKODA OCTAVIA ESTATE
1.9TDI AMBIENTE
EUCALYPTUS GREEN
One owner. First registered May 2002
Approx 52,000 miles
Full service history. In good
condition. Current MOT certificate.
£4,500
Please ring 01235 832460 for further
information

k
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Canoe Camping Club dates
March 21/24
March 29/30
April 19/20
May 3/5
May 17/18
May 24/31
May 30/June14
June 7/8
June 14/15
July 19/20
August 16/17
August 23/25
Sept 13
Sep 13/14
October 11/12
Oct 18/19
Nov 9
Dec 7

Easter Meet (National)
Monmouth and Brecon Canal. YH or camp?
Wye. Hay on Wye
Chichester Harbour
To be announced
Mordiford Family Week
Thames tour (International)
Taunton and Bridgewater Canal
C.C.C. AGM and paddle Yarwell Mill
Avon
To be announced
Bank Holiday W/E. Nothing organised due to traffic!
Programme planning meeting - Camping near to Corfe Castle
Poole Harbour and Dorset Coast
Dart (Joint trip with KCC) White water and Estuary
Wye. Ross - Monmouth. YH Welsh Bicknor
(Sunday only) St. Patrick’s Stream
(Sunday only) Cherwell

Scotland Trip
Last week in October,
contact Fred Wondre.

Blastathon!
Provisional date: 7th June
Footplate missing in one yellow
club Inazone
Please let a member of the
committee know if you have any
information.
Beginners courses
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 week
course plus assessment. Provisional
start date: Tues 13th May and Thurs
15th May. Contact Lucille Savin
Pathfinders Treweryn trip, May
KCC welcome, contact Dave
Surman for details.

Trash your diary!!!
March 2008
1
2
3
4

5 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
6 KCC Pool Session
7
8
9
10
11
12

Doug
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13
14
15
16
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19
20
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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31

April 2008
1

2 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Alastair climbing the ditch…


SURMANATOR NEWS

Compiled by Surmanator News Chief Reporter

KINGFISHER WORLD
TOUR 08
Hey y`all it seems like this year could
even beat last year`s record World Action
by Kingfishers and Associates. Last year
there was appoint over a three week
period when there were 5 separate
groups of Kingfishers strutting their stuff
all over the globe. Looks like this year
there`s even more a happenin`!!
This is all I know about
but there may be more
being planned . Kinda
`pologies if I `ve left you
out coz I didn`t know
about it. So here goes.
A triple header over
Easter.
INDIA
Mark Rainsleys trip tp
Uttar Pradesh in the
Indian Himalayas.
Dave Surman, Simon
Knox, Dave Hodgkinson,
Liz Garnet, Claire
Cheong-Leen, Andy
Newell, Andy Levick,
Ol Renison, Chas
Couchman, Graham Bland, Mark and Heather Rainsley.
Not forgetting a cameo performance by Seth Townley, Delhi
Tour Guide Extraordinaire, in Delhi for the Start of his South
Asian Tour!
SCOTLAND
Roger Wiltshire, Alistair Wilson, Rob Yates, Mark Dewhurst +
??. The Open Boat Kidz take on the Highlands in a multi day
midgefest!
SLOVENIA
Lucille Savin, Doug Johnson and Phil Baker with guests from
The Essex Boy World of Paddle take on the emerald waters
of the Soca and get to eat Bear`s Paw!
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SCOTLAND SEA
Stuart Brighton is using his Thai Boxing experience to
organise a sea trip in April I think. More details from Stuart.
UGANDA
Fred Wondre, Mike Neal, Martyn Read and Andy.
Not sure if these guyz are going in April or September but
sounds like it could be the last KCC trip to the Nile before
the new dam takes out Bujagali and other cool rapids. Any
news on this one?
NORWAY
Louise Royle. Fresh from her Booffest with Gene 17 guru
Simon Westgarth
Louise is out to
conquer the BIIIG
drops of Norway
in June?
COSTA RICA
Dave Surman,
Lucille Savin, Fred
Wondre, Doug
Johnson, Phil
Baker, Andy Levick
are going troppo
to the jungles
of Costa Rica in
August.
Any other plans?
Have I missed
anybody or
anything out?
Any Alpinization plans for anyone else? Remember Lee`s
getting married on the day of Landeck Stadtfest (the perfect
honeymoon??)
To finish off this veritable ANNUS BRILLIANTIUS of course is
SCOTLAND IN OCTOBER!!! Wow and double Wow!!
ITALIA.
As a follow up to TeamboofItalia`s 2007 tour. Team
terrorItalia are following in their footsteps to Val Sessia and
the Ticcin area of Switzerland. It`s true, Andy Mac, Chris
Wheeler, Mark Gawler and Green Jim are paddling local this
year-in their own back yard of Europe- for two weeks at the
beginning of May.



GOOFIN` NOT BOOFIN?
GEEKIN` NOT CREEKIN`?
Then get yer butt on a steep
creekin` course like four of our
superdudes!!
As Bing Crosby might have sung and with apologies to
anyone under the age of 50 who doesn`t remember the old
crooner, “Gone Creekin`(there`s a sign upon the door)”
Fed up with the comments about poor boofin` style I
decided to disprove the old adage that you can`teach an
old dog new tricks and get some top level coaching from
Mr Boof Guru Simon Westgarth and his Gene 17 Outfit! I
soon found three other booffees namely Louise, Liz and
Andy of the Irish variety.
We arranged a weekend in January and hoped for water.
Sure enough the Upper Dart came up with the goods
and provided a low but quite adequate level foe what we
wanted.
All of us were familiar with the run having done it on
many occasions but we all felt it would be good to get
some specific coaching on improving technique and
making the most of the run in short creek boats. We could
then apply this to other creekin` situations without too
many creaking bones in the old dog!!
It was a great weekend as it enabled us not only to think
about different techniques and to improve on old ones but
it also introduced us to new lines on a familiar river.
This learned document is divided into two. The first part
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is devoted to the details of what
we did and what we learnt. There
may however be those of you who
would prefer to focus on aspects
of the Apres Paddle and where to
be seen in the accommodations
and fine dining to be had in the
internationally renowned resort
of Ashburton sur Dartmoor. Such
social butterflies may prefer to
skip to the section on the Three As
Arrangements , Accommodation and
Ambience.
THE CONTENT
I made some notes during the
weekend and this is very much my
interpretation of the content that I
have distilled below.
We started off in a very simple way
looking at an alternative method
of breaking out and breaking in on
the simple grade 2 eddylines at the
start of the run. Traditionally this has
always been done by powering the
boat into the eddy when breaking
out, sweeping on the downstream
side and slamming in a bow rudder
on the opposite side when in the
eddy. Simon was getting us to power


into the eddy as usual but then when
in the eddy to take a forward stroke
on the upstream side and to convert
into a stern rudder on the same side
which could be converted to a bow
rudder on the same side. Not a sweep
stroke to be seen! The same principle
could be used when breaking into
the current or ferry gliding. Edging
was a critical component of this
manoeuvre. I have to admit I found
this particularly difficult to get hold of
and am struggling to convince myself.
I think it needs a fair bit more practice
on gentle currents.
Another point on approaching
eddies was that it is important to move
yourself across the river so that the
boat is presented at a suitable angle to
power into the eddy. This was referred
to as dynamic placement but I reckon
common sense is as good a term.
Some time was spent on what
Simon referred to as body “form”.
The safety box to avoid consequent
injury by overextension of limbs
was important. Critically there was
an emphasis on certain elements
of forward paddling, namelybody
rotation but also articulation. I found
it easiest to think of this as the
importance of keeping the shoulder
nearest the stern lower (when the
body is rotating). There were two
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other important elements of forward
paddling. The first is ensuring the top
hand is just over the mid line of the
boat and the second which I found
particularly helpful as a guide is to
look through the “A” formed by the top
arm and the paddle shaft. Try it some
time. Let me know what you think.
Last but certainly not least we
come to the jewel in the crown of
creek boatin`, the quintessential
onamatopaea itself (a little literary
pretentiousness never did anyone any
harm, huh?) THE BOOF!!
Now it is axiomatic that the Upper
Dart is a veritable BOOFFEST!! Simon
introduced us to alternative lines on
some of the earlt boofsites which
had us thinking about take offs and
landings. One of my faults that I was
aware of was a tendency to hold my
paddled parallel with the water and
lean back resulting in some terrible
boofphotos! What was emphasized
was the importance of putting in
a stroke for each change of aspect.
Critically the importance of the last
stroke on the lip for TAKE OFF and
then the coming forward of the
body in preparation for the LANDING
stroke, usually but not necessarily
on the opposite side to the take off
stroke. To quote the Guru”You gotta
be HUNGRY for the Landing Stroke”.

We practiced this
on small boofs and
WOW I felt it come
together so that I felt
my BFI (Boof Quality
Index-Okay I made
that one up!) went
up big time! Another
useful consideration
before the boof is
to take into account which way the
water is trying to turn you on take off
and on landing. The side you choose
to put your key stroke in on should
be the one that will keep the boat
headed in the direction you want it
to go. Sounds obvious but due to the
local water movements at take off and
landing it is not always as obvious as
you would think.
The brain works reasonably well on
small boofs but on bigger ones the
adrenaline levels go up and there`s a
danger your BFI goes down!
And so it was at Euthanasia Falls. We
all went for the New Boof Move on
the far right rather than the traditional
long slide from the left. Our guru
informed us that we all had got our
take off stroke in on the shallow ledge
but in the ensuing maelstrom that
lurked below had forgotten to be
HUNGRY HUNGRY HUNGRY for the
landing stroke! My HUNGER had been
somewhat diminished however, by
hitting the rock face after landing, a
phenomenon that occurs sometimes
at this particular level. Aw Shucks!!
Not deterred by our temporary
lack of appetite we continued on to
Surprise Surprise. At lower levels this is
a particularly tricky drop, due to rocks
being exactly in the wrong places and



it is probably one of the most epiced
parts of the river! We managed it but
not with much style and our HUNGER
for take off and landing strokes were
eclipsed by survival tactics! There`s
something of a lottery about this drop.
You can sit at the bottom and watch
ten different psddlers come down,
including some really good ones, and
see ten different things happen.

unless we speeded up. Ah Sports
Psychology at it`s best!!

Both days seem to have merged
into one in this account although
in general we spent more time on
the bigger stuff on the second day
including looking for tongues on Lucky
Tor and the Tree Rapid.

THE THREE As – Arrangments,
Accommodation and Ambience

After Surprise Surprise there was a
change of pace and our heroes were
transformed into white water racers
, not by some government funded
athlete development programme, you
understand, but by the announcement
by Simon that there was avery real
danger of the Tea Shoppe being shut
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Fear not however, our heroes made
it to the debrief in Green Ginger Tea
Shoppe and despite having to take
out a mortgage to buy a cup of tea
and a piece of home made Battenburg
cake, we concluded a very rewarding
and successful course. Highly
recommended to all (and the cake!)

The two day course can be booked
as a closed course for three or four
people during the winter season. Total
cost between 4 was £400. If you book
on as an individual costs more. Contact
simon@gene17. com(or something
like that!)
It is non residential. With the close
of the Dart Centre we found a WOW
of a throwback to the 1950s for a very
reasonable price. A wowish BnB at the
Dartbridge Manor in Buckfastleigh!

Now Buckfastleigh rivals Lynton for
it`s groovy nightlife. Clubbin hasn`t
quite reached here yet and the pubs
have a distinctly retro feel to them.
The mean streets of Buckfastleigh are
so dangerous that I was stopped by
the local cops for ogling into a Teas
Shoppe Window (closed). Admittedly
I had just run down the street, a
suspicious act at 9 in the evening in
Downtown Bfast. However once I had
assure the good officers that my plans
to ramraid the tea shoppe in order
to liberate a particularly scrumptious
looking Victoria Jam Sandwich were
indeed on hold, I was allowed to
proceed on my way pursuing my
lawful duty. I wasn`t even searched to
see how many grammes of Batenburg
Cake I was carrying.
Boofen n goofed with Loise Royle, Liz
Garnet, and Andy Newell. The DREAM
TEAM HUH?



A
Month
in the
valley
by Matt Attree

It has been a great month or so in
the Thames valley with pretty much
everything having run and, as I sit
here, Hurley has been on three gates
for well over a week.
This has resulted in some great
sessions of paddling with lots of
paddlers out enjoying the water and
the weather (what is it with all the
sun and warm weather?!). Even the
funny to gates a couple of weeks ago
resulted in the typical Valley attitude
of make the most of it, with everyone
dragging themselves up the wall to
get onto the very flushy wave.
It has been great to see lots of the
kids out and people really pushing
themselves forward. Have had some
great paddles with the kids and David
Booth from Riverside, with lots of
smiles and crossover action.
Here are just a few photos taken
over the past month and just a
snapshot of the action
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Mission: To
paddle and
have fun.
Places visited.
Sunday 22 July: Myself, Heather and
Alice arrived in Montreal. Zoe was
joining us two days later. We picked up
the hire car and headed for the Hotel.
Monday: We bought ourselves a 6
man tent, an inflatable ice-cooler and
headed along the St-Lawrence River
to have a look at the famous “Lachine
Wave”. And look is all that we did!

is this their answer to a vacation? We,
however, had a lovely lake side view
with only 1 other tent pitched up, and
a chorus of frogs and ducks to sing us
to sleep.
Tuesday: For breakfast Alice had
ordered herself a fruit and custard filled
pancake, thinking this might not be
enough, she asked the good waitress
if she could also have a nice English
muffin, the waitress let out a small
laugh?? We soon understood why.
Alice’s pancake was the size
of a computer keyboard, and
could feed a small family!

Wilderness Tours.
Wednesday to Sunday:
We had booked a 5 day ladies course
with The Wilderness Tours Group
(TWT) to paddle the Ottawa River.
I didn’t know much about the river,
but was told that it was lake drop…..
they weren’t kidding! Each rapid is
separated by a large open section of
water, but the rapids themselves more
than made up for the flatter parts of
the river.
Lisa on McCoys rapid

We then headed to the friendlier
“Bunny Wave”.
I was looking in my bag at the 2 sets
of thermals and cag I had brought with
me….why did I bother I wondered ??
We were standing in 30 degrees heat;
I’d probably combust if I wore them! I
dug out the rash vest.

We then headed back to
the “Bunny Wave” to work
it off.

That night we headed out of town
to find a camp site. On finding one,
we drove through what looked like a
trailer park packed full of Winnebago’s
all parked within inches of each other,

Later that evening we
picked Zoe up from the
airport and headed off to
Beachburg. This was to be
our home for the next 5 days.
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The river separates into 2 channels,
The Middle, and The Main. Before
reaching either channel, you have to
experience ‘McCoy’s Rapid’ or walk it!
This is a rather spectacular rapid; my
first thoughts on seeing it were…..No
Way, in a play boat? It was pretty big,
but looked fun.
The first day we followed our guide
‘Ducky’ style; one by one we hit the
wave and were over like ducklings.
We all emerged upright and followed
each other into the eddy. We managed
to stay upright as the week went
on!! McCoy’s is a large long rapid,
with several named ‘play waves’ and
‘holes’ which come into their own,
depending on water levels.

The water is amazingly warm and
devoid of head hitting rocks, when
upside down. The majority of rapids
are big and bouncy rather than
technical, but it’s good to have a guide
to lead you away from any major holes.
And it has some mighty big holes to
avoid!!

I would highly recommend booking
with TWT if you wanted to paddle the
big ‘O’. They offer a range of activities
and classes for a reasonable price.
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The cost of a course includes tuition,
transport to and from the get in, and
all food. Accommodation is a cabin
or tent, although you have to provide
your own tent and the cabin is extra
cost. The food is great and the scenery
magnificent. You also get to see
the local
Groundhogs
and
raccoons,
and
chipmunks.
Monday: We were on our own now!
We paddled over to ‘Barry’s Wave’ for
one last go on the Ottawa. Sad to leave,
we waved goodbye and drove up to
Pembroke to find and pick ourselves up
another chariot. Mission accomplished
we headed West towards Barry’s Bay.
We stumbled upon another lakeside
campsite, where the owner provided
us with a roaring camp fire and sumo
mosquitos. We settled down to talk
about the week gone by and the next
adventures to come.
Tuesday: After packing up and
feeding the local ducks a fine feast of
Scottish Oat Cakes, we headed off to
find our own food. After breakfast our
plan was to paddle the ‘Madawaska’.
We found the rafting company that
raft the ‘Mad’, got information for the
get in, and went off to have a very
pleasant days paddling. The scenery
was magnificent and we manage to
rescue someone’s inflatable chair as
it drifted across the lake at the end
of the river. Now for the hard part…
to fight off the midgies as we try to
change! It is advisable to have a head
net or a swift hand that can swipe in
stealth like manner .We had purchased
a ‘group’ anti-sting pen, the active
ingredients being ammonia. By the
end of the 10 days, the midgies were
sticking warning posters on us! This
area was also
home to a
number of
chipmunks,
and plagues
of beautiful
gigantic
butterflies.

Zoe on the Mad rapid

A long drive was ahead of us, this
time we were off to Bouchette to find
the ‘River Gatineau’ and our base camp
for the night.
On arrival we wondered if the place
was actually open, with a vast amount
of open space and a few benches
under tarpaulin, it looked like it had
closed for the season. Luckily it was
open and there was only one other tent
pitched on the river side site. By the
time we had pitched up it was pretty
dark, we could hear the roar of the last
rapid of the Gatineau, but would have
to wait till morning to see it.
Wednesday: At breakfast we mulled
over the water levels and with
information from the owner, we
decided that it wasn’t going to be
paddled today. Not to be out done,
Heather suggested we swim down
the last rapid for some fun. It’s a bit like
swimming Hurley (which I know quite
well!), but with a nice smooth entrance
and a higher/longer/warmer wave
train, very good fun.
It had been 3 days since any of
us had washed, so we took this
opportunity to get out the organic and
creature friendly soaps, shampoos and
conditioners and get clean. Smelling
much better we set off to Calumet.
After a long drive we found the town
and followed a road sign for camping,
we came to the end of the road in
front of quite an elaborate looking
house in immaculate grounds. Even
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the outside stairs were carpeted….
would you hoover or brush?!
We found the camping area and
pitched the tent. Heather and Alice set
off to collect fire wood, while myself
and Zoe finished off unloading bags.
The midgies were out in full force,
luckily for me and Zoe, we had our
midgie face nets to protect ourselves.
That evening, as we were walking
down the road, we heard a rustle, there
in front of us strutting across our path
was none other than ‘pepe le pew’, he
turned around and backed himself
into some long grass. We didn’t try to
get a closer look! That night we packed
all edibles and smellies into the car as
we were in bear country. We slept with
one eye open!!

Thursday: Today’s river was to be the
‘Rouge’. The river was graded 2-5.

It started of with a nice grade 2
bimble that soon hit a grade 4 rapid.
Zoe and I did bank support while
Heather and Alice ran the rapid well.
We headed down river and soon came
to a rapid called ‘The mushroom’ it
was to be run river left with a half river
wide stopper on the right to avoid. The
rapid went round a bend and wasn’t
easy to see or scout. I wasn’t feeling
too confident and decided that I
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would walk
it …..the
others,
after some
discussions
decided
that they
too would
walk.
After pulling the boats up a steep
embankment, we found that we were
unable to portage river left. Luckily a
rafter came by and told us we could
portage river right. Back down to the
river, we ferry glided across .We walked
the next 3 rapids which came soon
after the mushroom. Without seeing
anyone run them; it was difficult
to see the line to take without any
consequences. Back on water, it was a
nice paddle to ‘The 7 sisters’ rapid. This

7 sisters

is a mandatory portage. It is runable
but only in very low water. Today was
not low water. We picked up the boats
and started walking. After about a
½ hour walk, we were back on the
water, there were only 2 more rapids
to go before the get out, these were
most enjoyable as they were big and
bouncy wave trains.
Back on the road,
we had a 6 hour
drive ahead of us to
Pont Rouge. By the
time we reached
our destination,
it was 00.30, with
a storm brewing!
Camping could
be a problem.
We managed to
booked ourselves
into a Motel.
We were glad

we weren’t camping when we woke
to hear the wind and rain battering
against the window. The other benefit
of a Motel room, is that it comes with a
shower, this was to be our 2nd wash of
the week, and un-known to us, our last
until we hit the UK.!!
Friday: We set off to find our river
of the day. The ‘Jaques Cartier’, Pont
Rouge to Donnacona section. The
storm had decided it hadn’t finished
yet, and cracked a whip or two on the
land below, the thunder was loud and
the heavens opened up and dumped
the heaviest load of raindrops on top
of us. After it cleared, we jumped on
the river. This was an interesting river,
with ledges, rapids, bouncy wave
trains, and a few play holes. If anyone
has heard of the “Electric Brae”, this was
the Canadian version. On a section of
it, it felt like you were paddling
up hill. Another great day.
Our destination for the
evening was the ‘Jaques Cartier
Park’. We drove through the
rain, until we could drive no
more, unable to see through
the windscreen as it was
coming down so heavy, we
pulled up along side a diner,
from the car to the diner door,
we got absolutely drenched. This was
a good time to eat and dry off. We
made it to the Park only to find that
we were ½ hour late, it was closed. We
had passed another sign for camping
on the way in, so headed back, and on
soggy ground we pitched the tent for
the night.
Boulder garden
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Saturday: Back to the Park. Today’s
choice of river was the ‘Le Haut de la
Vallee’ a small section of the Jaques
Cartier. The scenery is stunning, and
the river was one big boulder garden
rapid. Sun shining, we picked our way
down behind as many boulders as we
could, the river was pretty gentle, but
picked up in places for a more exciting
run, with rock avoidance the main
strategy for the day. We took our time
on this as it would be our last river,
and it was an absolutely glorious day.
A memorable thing on this particular
river was the Black Fly! Maybe my
Scottish blood isn’t so tasty, or I’m just
too tight to give any away, but I was
the only person they didn’t suck dry.

a full unintentional tour of the city (not
the easiest wave to find) we finally
found it. Myself and Alice joined the
queue on the water. The wave is about
5ft high and sits about 30 meters from
the banks. It’s a smooth paddle into
the fast flowing water, and on nearing
the wave a quick sweep of the paddle
has you sitting backwards ready for
quite a steep drop before catching
it Brilliant fun. Unfortunately we only
had time for 2 goes. There was one
more important thing to do before
we left…. find a doughnut shop.
After a successful mission in all areas,
we hopped on the plane and waved
goodbye to Canada. I hoped that it
wouldn’t be the last time I’d set foot on
their soil.
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I would like to thank Heather, Alice
and Zoe for being part of a great trip. x

Back in the chariots, we drove back
to the first nights camp-site, the place
was still packed full of Winnebago’s.
This was our last night in our $100
tent; it had lasted well and didn’t smell
too bad…considering! Tent up our
thoughts turned to food. Spraying
ourselves with as much inoffensive
deodorant as possible we drove over
to the outlet to find somewhere posh
to eat. We found a nice little Italian,
and had a splendid meal.
Sunday: Heather and Alice found a
family that looked like they could do
with a bigger tent and handed it over
to them. We kept the inflatable ice
bucket though…..
Next stop before flying home was
the ‘Exbo wave’ back in Montreal. After
TRASHER JANUARY/FEBRUARY 08

Lisa on exbo
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Mapledurham

by Ashley Mead

Back in January when the rains
came again there were scenes scarily
reminiscent of the summer floods.
Was it all going to happen again, and
so soon? But as you sit watching the
water level slowly creep up the back
garden there is only one thing to do;
check out Mapledurham!
Mapledurham weir is illusive to say
the least, most paddlers I spoke to had
not even heard of it. This is for one
very good reason though as it only
works when the Thames is in flood. So
when the floods came, the editor and
I decided to discover the infamous
Mapledurham weir.
It was early one Sunday, quite a mild
day for the time of year, a little drizzly
with patchy sunshine if I remember
rightly. We packed up the car with the
usually kit and clutching the print outs
from tvfreestylers and google maps we
headed towards a small village called
Purley just outside Reading.
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Purley was easy enough to find and
the suggested parking spot also quite
obvious, particularly helped by the
fact it was next to Mapledurham lane.
It was a bit of a walk down the lane
probably 200 yards. I did feel a twinge
of guilt at being so exited by the high
waters when I saw houses with the
river lapping at the front door.
As per the instructions we came to
a flooded field and could see the river
and the weir just across it. The field
was of course quite deep in mud and
there were a pack of angry looking
cows that made Iain quite nervous.
The water was plenty deep enough to
paddle across the field up to the banks
of the river.
Once at the weir we checked the
level at 14.1, this was significantly higher
than the stated 13.6 being the level
when the wave washes out. Regardless
of this we carried on to inspect.
There are essentially
three main gates. The
larger of the three is
river left and forms
the main wave, this
was of course well
washed out. The two
smaller gates held
holey waves, these
look very difficult to
get into due to the
walls on either side.

There were also concerns of what lay
beneath the water that was creating
the waves. Further river right was a
step that created a nice little wave
when it hit the bottom pool. There was
also a long pour over far river left that
look best avoided
We started playing in the small
wave river right. This was quite friendly
though very shallow and meant
bumps and scrapes when catching
upstream edges. The wave was quite
good fun and just about retentive
enough to allow a few flat spins. To
seek more fun we investigated the two
boxed in holey waves. After checking
the water for unfriendly objects, Iain
took the brave first move and found
them to be quite friendly. The concrete
walls were too close to allow very big
moves, but the holes retentive enough
to allow some carving and spins.
In summary Mapledurham is a great
fun place to play in relative safety;
ideal for those a little nervous of the
big waves (and queues!) of Hurley.
Mapledurham left me wanting more.
I’m sure next time the rains come I
will be planning a trip down there
to hopefully catch the main wave
running. Until then I’ll just have to
watch the skies.
For more info see: http://www.
tvfreestylers.co.uk/index.php/weirguides/mapledurham-weir/
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The new OBE:
Over Board Experience!

by Ashley Mead

The editor, a few of his friends and I
went skiing in Slovenia recently. While
enjoying the good snow conditions
and beautiful sunshine I didn’t

expect to have to use my
kayaking skills. But when the

mountainside gave way and I found
myself in a river of snow and ice, my
dynamic swimming skills suddenly
came very much into play.
As often with this type of story, it
was the last run of the day. My friend
Tony and I decided to explore some
territory we had seen from
the chair lift. We were quite
confident of the safety as nearly
all of the accessible off-piste
territory had tracks covering it.
We were aware of avalanche
danger having skied with guys
who carry shovels and locating
devices. Their only concern had
been when skiing a completely
fresh area of snow; if people had
been there before and made tracks; it
logically had to be safe.
We started on the main run before
shortly moving off the main piste onto
the more undulating territory to the
side. We had done some of the area
before but wanted to try and stay
off-piste for a far as possible. I began
to follow Tony but as he dropped of
to the left I kept a high line up on
the ridge. When on a snowboard it’s
important to save height until you are
sure you have enough momentum
to clear any flat or uphill sections. I
followed the ridge until the end, then
took some time to try and spy Tony. I
switched off my ipod to see if I could
hear him, but unfortunately there was
no sign. I just assumed he had carried
on further left and met up with the
pisted run. As I looked down in front
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of me I was overjoyed to see fresh
powder. What a stroke of luck, I had
thought every possible bit of snow
had been skied on. It was quite steep
but I felt confident.
I carved a big sweeping turn though
the deep soft powder, unlike anything
I had found that weekend, when I saw
a ledge that dropped away about 10
meters in front of me. I made a sharper
turn, intending to stop and
reassess

my position. The
snow began to slide; initially I
didn’t think it was a problem as often
big chucks of snow will shift slightly.
Unfortunately this was not shifting
slightly. I naturally tried to dig the
board in to halt my progress, maybe
stand up and out run it, like in the
films. This did not help though, I just
felt the heavy snow compressing
harder on my legs and torso. I shot

my arms out to stop myself

from sinking deeper and
began to swim. My concerns
soon changed though as I head
faster and faster towards the ledge.
All I could think about is how much
it was going to hurt. I could already
see the trees growing out from below
the ledge, but were there rocks also?
I nervously glanced from side to side
to get an indication of the size of the
slip, and saw ice boulders the size of
car tyres rolling down beside me.
I’d prayed that there was not too
much snow behind me as it would
undoubtedly pile on top of me as I
hit the bottom of the drop off.
It seemed a long wait as I
head towards the edge and
prepared for pain. At the edge
I pushed down on the board
to give my self lift, a kind
of boof. I went over and
felt nothing as I cleared the
trees and thankfully kept
my momentum as I landed.
With one danger out of the
way another loomed in the
shape of trees. I angled the
board and swam to the
side to avoid the worst of
them. The trees became
denser and I became
like a pinball bouncing off
obstacles. Thankfully the denser ridge
of trees has caught most of the snow
and the river became shallower and
eventually stopped.
I then simply climbed out of the
snow dusted myself off, waved an ok
to the shouting spectators on the chair
lift, and went on my way. I later met
with Tony who had unfortunately skied
into a tree then fallen out, we both
agreed to call it a day.
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Paddling
the Thames
Tideway

Alastair Wilson

This is an excellent way
to see some of the most
famous sights of London
from the comfort of your
own kayak. (A sea kayak is best)
Eight of us set out between
Christmas and New Year to paddle
from Putney Bridge to Greenwich and
back again in 1 day... a distance of
about 25 miles. This can be achieved
by consulting the tide tables to
choose the best day. Take advantage
of the tides and you can paddle
down in about 2 ½ hours to arrive at
Greenwich at the ebb, then lunch,
wait for the tide to rise and then
paddle back to where you started in
about 3 hours. So off we went...
Arriving by the rowing clubs
by Putney Bridge at 8.30am we
discovered that it was impossible
to park all day in one place except
on Sundays. Luckily we had shuttle
bunnies who were able to move all
the vehicles at 10.00am before they
indulged in some retail therapy (I
recommend you pick a Sunday to do
this trip). The river was quiet after a
few rowers at the start until we passed
the first of the tugs with barges in tow
taking London’s rubbish downstream
for export? We were to see the same
tugs several times during the day and
learnt to keep out of their way as they
had up to 4 barges each and would
stop for nothing. Weather was grey
and overcast with a stiff wind which
was unpleasant and would prove to
be more of a problem on our return.
Passing Westminster we aroused
the interest of the river police when
the Banbury District scouts who were
with us unfurled a banner to have
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their picture taken. Roger Hiley could
hear reports about us being passed
down the river on the Port of London
Harbour radio. It is advised to carry a
VHF radio on this trip.

From Westminster to Greenwich
the water was rougher, particularly in
the wash of the jet catamarans that
whisk tourists back and forth. The
waves were short and steep with only
small opportunities for surfing. By the
end of the day the launch crews were
to have seen us many times as we
paddled along but they mostly slowed
as they passed so caused no upsets.
None of us were keen for either a roll
or a swim.

tourist features that
we passed as we
meandered through
the heart of London
with the river Thames
largely to ourselves.
The majority of
the old warehouses
that used to line the
river have now either
been demolished
or converted into expensive riverside
properties. It was sad to see them dark
and silent as they are mostly second
homes and were not occupied during
the holiday period.

The paddle round the Canary Wharf
peninsular (immortalised in the aerial
view in the Eastenders title sequence)
went on for ever and the beach at
Greenwich was a welcome sight.
While waiting for the tide to turn we
lunched, wandered round the Market
looking for bargains and walked
through the Victorian foot tunnel to
view the Maritime Museum from the
other bank.

The paddle back in the gathering
gloom was harder as we were battling
both the river flow and the wind and
we had a small scare with a refuse
barge coming suddenly into dock.

Despite the drab day we were
much photographed by the many
tourists at the sights along the way
which encompass the long history
of the Thames and boating including
HMS Belfast, The Golden Hind, Cutty
Sark (although sadly shrouded in
scaffolding since the recent fire). I
could fill the page with the list of

All of us were pleased to be safely
back before the night set in. Perhaps
the next time I do this I should pick
a summer’s day and not the depths
of winter? If you are particularly keen
and plan it right you can get all the
way to the Thames Barrier (past the O2
Millennium Dome) in a day but this
adds a further 6 miles to the trip.
I can recommend both on a fine day…
Happy Paddling
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A tale of creativity
and controlled
vandalism
The arrival of
the new KCC Hut
Having finally (after many years of
‘deliberation’ and other things as well)
shifted our home a few yards north
to the Army Rowing Club site, no-one
is ever going to suspect any of us of
any hidden Romany ancestry. But
“Whatever”, it has finally come to pass
– we have our new hut, we’ve moved
in and there’s an empty space beside
the rowing club where once there was
a former hospital/MOD shack.
The story of this twilight phase of the
hut saga went as follows:
The brickwork on which the
hut stands was put down in mid
December and the hut itself was
assembled over the New Year.
The focus then shifted to
Ray’s imaginative fitting out
arrangements and his excellent
work and those of his helpers in
getting it all installed. The fittings
(which include inspired use of old
plastic bottles) maximise the use
of space in the building and offer
a logical storing arrangement (NB: the
left hand paddles are stored on the left
of the rack!).
Wednesday 16th January – Excellent
progress was made by Ray and helpers
in creating the racking and installing
and treating the boarding at the back
of the hut, which protects the back
wall from boats being shoved into the
racking.
Saturday 19th January – With Ray
continuing his installation work, a
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working party of Richard K. Ali, Les,
Daryl, Frances and myself embarked
on an orgy of wood treatment of the
internal surfaces. I completely restyled a T shirt in the process. Tony
had generously provided some tins
of wood treatment earlier in the
week. This allocation proved spookily
accurate, as the quantity supplied
proved exactly sufficient to cover
the interior of the hut, including the
racking – a feat reminiscent of Tony’s
quantity calculations for breakfast
provisions on the Dart weekends.

Sunday 20th January – With the hut
interior suitably stained and the fitting
out progressing well, the contents of
the old shed were unceremoniously
taken out and dumped beside the
Pathfinder hut, enabling the working
party (now including white van man
Doc Green, who had arrived with a
number of useful destruction-friendly
devices) to look forward to the prospect
of wrecking the empty edifice.
For years members have been
making comments to the effect that
one strong gust of wind/blow with a
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take photos and he very swiftly got the
story onto the Abingdon Blog.
Sunday 27th January – clearing up
day. The twin heaps of ash and old
insulation material were carted off to

hammer would suffice in causing a
complete collapse of the old hut. Not
so. In fact, the old structure proved to
be very resilient and irritatingly resistant
to the concept of demolition. When
the moment of collapse finally came,
it was captured on video and this now
appears on the club’s web site.
The old hut was respectfully and
efficiently incinerated in the middle of
the site as a bonfire that successfully
reduced all combustible nonsalvageable items to an impressively
small heap of ash. With the hut
removed, the old railway sleepers were
‘excavated’ and Martyn proceeded to
attack them with a chain saw.

There were a number of visitors to
site over the weekend. Fortunately
these included rowing club souls who
were able to witness and confirm the
disappearance of the old edifice. Relief
for me too, that we didn’t hold up
their project or have to prematurely
evacuate the old hut in order to be out
of their way. A number of members
dropped in to view the work and
the new hut and all seem suitably
impressed. Tom Wood arrived via
kayak during the burning session – he
had returned from vainly searching
for one of the sailing club boats that
had quite likely simply floated away on
the high water. Alastair Fear visited to

the dump. At one stage during the
previous weekend, the height of the
river suggested that it might do the
job of carting off the ash for us. In
addition, the paving slabs that had
surrounded the old hut (half of which
had been under water a few days
before) were salvaged.
Whilst we’ve done our best to
sort out all the debris from the old
hut, there was a huge quantity of
ironmongery, so please be aware that
there may still be a few nails lurking
around the site.
In short, it all went extremely well.
We are finally off the ARC site, we
vacated before the rowing club’s
diggers arrived and we now have use
of an excellent new facility.
My sincere thanks to everyone
who was involved in the fitting out/
demolition caper (including Tony
Wilkins, Richard Kent, Ali Hubbard,
Les Dix, Daryl Perkins, Frances Burge,
Martyn Green, Ben Coleman, Roger
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Pass and Neil Jordan) and especially to
Ray Taylor in devising and installing the
internal fittings.

has employed a number of
devices to stop this, but more
work may be necessary.

So what next?

There are temporary locks
on the hut at present. A brace
of padlocks, each with same
security key, are on order and should
be available soon. There will be one
padlock for each set of double doors
to the shed and for the frame(s).

It is still the intention to create
frames between the two huts for
external storage of open boats. KCC’s
fleet of such craft has just increased
from one to three (Riverside were
getting shot of some of their boats)
and the frames may also store the two
Pathfinder open boats.
Rain water has been getting into
the new hut from ground level. Ray
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None of the buildings (KCC hut,
Pathfinder hut or toilet) have a power
supply, and options to achieve this are
being explored.

Finally, once again, your thoughts
please on whom we should ask to
open our new facility!
Neil
PS - One downbeat note: When we
evacuated the old hut, the three yellow
Inazones were found to be lacking their
foot plates. Two plates were found
and reinstalled, but one is still missing.
Aside from the fact that if the plates
had to be removed (paddlers with long
legs maybe?) they should have be put
back after use, if anyone knows the
whereabouts of the missing plate would
they please speak up!
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KCC self-contained
Scottish trip, October
1988. Preparing to
tackle the Spean.

The new shed – old style

– a bit of club history

Congratulations to the many people who,
after seemingly endless years, interminable
meetings, continuous setbacks and countless
letters, have finally seen the fulfilment of a
long-held club ambition – a brand new hut.
In particular, well done to Neil – that project
management course has paid off!
As I sit typing these words, bits of the old shed are spitting
and sputtering in the wood burner – even after this the
wood ash will be scattered onto the garden. A recycling
record that is pretty good as I guess the shed commenced
life around the end of World War II, if not during the War.
Scanning through back issues of the Trasher, I discover that
the old shed was erected on the Rowing Club Site in 1991
– the weekend of 31st August/1st September to be exact.
The driving force in this case was Andy Halliday who, if my
memory serves is correct, learnt that a wooden sectional
building on one of the Oxford hospital sites was surplus to
requirements. To quote from the relevant issue:
As mentioned in the last newsletter we have finally
got planning permission to erect a club hut next door
to the Rowing Club. It has taken several years to get this
far so with a bit of effort and work from all of us in the
Club, we can finally get a base with riverside access by
the winter. In case you do not know the hut is wooden,
10’ x 20’ double skin cedar clad. It is nothing very grand
but it was free ….
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by Martyn Green

At present the hut is in sections around the back of
the Rowing Club. Unfortunately it has been lying in
storage for over a year now so it needs a bit of wood
work. Mike Harris is getting a chippie….some of the
other work.. ..re-felting the roof…. Club members…
hand tools….lunch….beers…good social weekend….
You get the drift, the typical KCC way of working and
doing things – things haven’t changed.
Long-time members of the club will recall that the first base
for the KCC was the Sea Cadet headquarters, TS Matapan.
This was from early 1975, only a year after the club was
formed at a meeting in a pub – where else – the Cross Keys
in Abingdon. Subsequently, an ex-Express Dairies articulated
trailer was donated as a canoe store. Some ten years later, the
council sold the site for building (the houses between the
Rowing Club and Abingdon School Rowing Club are built
on the land) and the Sea Cadets and hence KCC evicted. The
local council failed to honour previous assurances to help
the club relocate so from 1985/6, KCC operated out of an
old byre at Rye Farm for a rent of £125 per year (1986 prices).
Thus the 1991 move into our own shed, howbeit very much
second-hand was a great step forward and we were very
thankful to the Rowing Club for their willingness to let us
erect the shed on their site. Some years later, another club
member, Alan Plows, managed to convince his employers,
Thames Water, that a cost-effective disposal option for a
redundant pumping station building was to dump it on the
Wilsham road site – just the right size for the loo block!
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Lets hope that our new shed will provide a secure base for
the club for many years to come and will enable the Club to
continue to prosper.
As an end note, I will repeat one of my rants – it will be
familiar to some of you! I have long argued against too
comfortable a club
base on the premise it
costs money, detracts
from the purity of
canoeing, delays our
departure to the pub
and, most importantly,
diminishes the incentive
to go off canoeing
Emergency road-side repairs
whereever there is
- date and person unknown
good water. You need
to be prepared to get
changed in a lay-bye on a bleak mountain road in a winter
snowstorm (anywhere in Wales) and get warm afterwards
under the electric hand-drier in a public loo (good ones

The new hut looks fantastic. I’m still pinching
myself to believe that it’s finally happened. Well
done and thanks Neil for your efforts to get the
project completed.

at the Spean bridge Woollen Mill). A club-house with hot
showers and a microwave sounds good: but it is costly and
who does the washing up and cleaning? I suggest that
the brand-new club store and repairs to the access road
represent measured, affordable (just) and very welcome
improvements for the
Club; connection to
a reliable electricity
supply (for lighting
and frost prevention
only) will complete
the process. Lets
now enjoy our new
facilities and do not
risk the ethos of KCC,
kayaking for fun
wherever there is
good water, by attempting emulate the grand design going
up next door.
Note. I am not the longest serving club member!

How come the only photo of me (Abingdon blog)
shows me leaning on a ladder having a break!
Ali – AKA Margot Leadbetter!!!!
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